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,Pete Bean Leads 
Contest 
HONORED BY INKE, the campus feature magazine is George 
E. Stone, associate professor of photography, who was chosen 
Lykeable
 
Prof. Stone is retiring in June after serving in a leach-
ing capacity here for the last 22 years. 
Lyke Honors Stone 
In Summer Edition 
George E. Stone, associate professor of photogs-a.phy, Lyke’s Lyke, 
able Prnf for the summer edition of the campus feature magazine which 
went on sale this morning at 7 a.m. Selected as Lykeable Doll was Lani Ansley, 19,year-old freshman I English major. Stone, who fs raring in TunC after’ssirving ’here rOi:2:2. ’years as a photography teacher, is credited with building the colleges’ photography , department into one of the biggest   in the country. 
Several 0 f his selected photo- Council To Select 
graphic works are featured in the 
magazine. 
Armed with his camera. Stone. 
has traveled from coast to coast. 
throughout South America’s vast Bob Becker, out-at ing chief 
expanse, to the edge of Mt. ye. justice of the Student Court, an-
suviu.s, and from the top of Mt. nounced at yesterday’s court 
Whitney to the steaming jungles meeting that there will be at least 
of Costa Rica. five candidates for his post when 
Miss Ansley, born in San Fran- he goes out of office this after-
cisco, flOW us I’S in Santa Cruz, 
stands 5’6" and has brown eyes. noon. One of the five will be 
Ifer objective is to become a chosen at the Student Council 
teacher, and she hopes to ply her session today. 
trade in Santa Cruz, near the 
beach. Becker also reported that he 
Lyke features SJS students as has received several answers to 
models in the fashion advertising,
 the letters he sent out last month, 
which has emphasis on summer asking various schools how they vacation merchandise. 
Sports fans will discover a time- ran elections. The answers re-
Chief Justice Today 
ly Story on surf riding by Carol 
Lucas with sensational photographs
 
by Kent Williams. Sal Orlando dis-
cusses the football teams need of a quarterback to fill the shoes of 
the graduated Tony Teresa. 
In addition to the works of 
fiction. an autobiography, by Carl 
Duncan, head of the Natural Sci-
ence Department, is loaded anti 
u body officers. This installation s perlative puns. 
Revelries’ current production, took place Monday night at the 
-On the No.e.- is also disciied b.inquet
 held at Mariani’a 
ceived thus far have been from 
Chico and Fresno State. Letters 
were sent to most of the colleges 
and universities in the northern 
part of the state. 
The last official act of office 
performed by Decker was the 
installation of the new student 
UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP 
Pete Berman. sponsored by Csa1111714 Phi Iktta and Delta Sigma Phi took a big lead in the "Ugly Man- contest with a vote total of $14.4z, Second place in the contest is held by Bruce Bush who has received $1.20. ’The gap beteen the first and se:0nd place candidates is a 
whopping total of $14.26. A new development in the contest, is the Rally Committee’s de 
1-36--- to follow the same procedure as last year and award trophys not 
  only to the "Ugliest Man" and his 
sponsor but also give permanent 
Rally Committee Industrial Relations place individual "Ugly Men" and trophy’s to the second and 
third 
Deiays Selection
prepetual trophys to their %poi:- To Stage Union, 
Mmagement Meet ’.?,?:z Of Four Positions 
aers At first, the Rally Commit-
tee had decided to give trophys 
he winner man and Ms 
The Rally Committee’s execu; 
tise cauncil yesterday postponed ; 
choosing a head majorette, the al-
ternate
 yell leader, and the head of the art committee, and the pub-
licity chairman until next week. 
Alternate cheerleaders
 
tryouts 
will also be held next ’Wednes-
day, according to Gary Waller, 
committee chairman At the same 
time the entire Rally  Committee 
will interview candidates for Mr 
Spardi. The head majorette wili 
be announced at the same meet-
ing. 
At the meeting yesterday af-
ternoon in the Student Llnien the 
executive council discussed en-
larging the rooting section of the 
Spartan Stadium at next
 year’s 
football games. It was also de-
cided to purchase a large eight 
foot banner
 for Spartan Rallys, 
games and trips. 
Burmuda length skirts for the song girls were discussed at the 
meeting
 yesterday; Jim Curnuti 
sugsted this type of attire with Lurmuda sox.and white sweaters 
;.irtftithenoso.v1.4
 
girls in place of the 
Students interested
 in for any of the positions.
 Y, 
leader, head majorette
 or for MI Spardi,
 should be at the Studia  
Union Wednesday the 23rd, ’ 
330 according to Waller. 
I,ykeable Doll for the summer edition of the college magazine. 
Sits!, LAN’ AlsisLES, English major from Santa Cruz, is the Advertising Class
 
Miss Ansley is a 19 aear-old freshman. photo  by Starr To
 Hear Speech
 Air Force ROTC Unit To Hold Final 
Parade, Awards Ceremony Thursday 
The tinal Farad," and review:1...ards  and L.1,,a.,iata,taa ,A-reiliony I if ’ 
the San Jose State-Air Force ROTC, will be- twill astinneetaes4rilihei-
AFROTC drill field, the Office of Information Services has announc-
ed. Eleven different awards will he presented to cadets at the ceremony. Awards to be presented are the Air Force Association Award, given 
annually to the outstanding senior cadet; the Outstanding Cadet 
Award to one freshman, sopho-
or-
more and junior on the basis of 
verall achievement in the cu 
A 
rent academic year; Department 
of Air Science Commendation 
Ribbons, given to members of the 
corps who have distinguished 
themselves by service over and 
above that required by normal 
duty. 
The Staffelbach Award, pre-
sented each year by Dr Elmer 
Staffelbach. professor of educa-
tion and a former USAF Lt Col-
onel, to the Arnold Air Society 
member who has contributed the 
most to the Society’s promotion: 
the Republic Aviation Corpora-tion Award for the outstanding 
written and oral expression on the topic of "air power"; the Convair Award to the sophomore 
who contributes the most to the 
nation’s air strength; 
The Outstanding Graduate 
Award, given annually to the w senior ho has shown the great-
est overall achievement in the 
current academic year; and three 
scholarship awards, given to sen-
ior cadets who have the highest 
standing in military and academic 
grades 
Music Department 
To Present Student 
Air Force Sees Recital Tonight 
No Budget Trim 
’WASHINGTON  (UP) - Air 
Force leaders told congress yester- I 
day they are standing pat on their 
16 9 billion dollar spending bud-
get despite Russia’: promi:c to ’ 
(lit its armed strength by 1 2 
nullion men. Air Secretary Donald A Quar-
les warned that there has been 
no indication that Russia will 
"materially weaken" its atomic 
air might in trimming its man-
power. 
Gen. Nathan F. Twining, chief 
of staff, pointed out that the big 
Soviet air force would be cut by 
only 30.000 men. Its production 
of planes. he said. apparently will 
contintie untouched 
REACTOR NEAR HERE 
WASHINGTON- (Vitt-- The 
It.s. Atomic Energy Commission 
yesterday issued a permit to Gen-
eral Electric Co. to build a 3000- 
kilowatt experimental nuclear 
power reactor in Alameda Coun-
ty, California. 
The AEC said the reactor will , 
he located at GE’s new atomic   
laboratory in the Livermore- ƒ 
Ple.isanton area. It will be of the 
so-called boiling water type. us-
ing enriched uranium 235 as fuel. 
The reactor will he housed in a 
, "gas-tight building" as a safe-
guard for the surrounding com-
munity against escape of radio-
active fission product, 
Revelries Meeting 
A meetins ƒft tile etif ire cast 
of -On the Nose.  ’as geieiriea 
production. vi III be held tAmIght 
at 7:30 p m in Ntorris Dailey 
Auditorium. Jim Dunn, student 
director asks that all members 
be present. 
   
The &IS Music Department will 
present a student recital tonight 
at 8:15 o’clock in the Concert halt. 
Thia program wil! include "Con-
certo in G Minor," "From Far. 
From Eve and Morning," from 
"%Xenia* Edge," "Revenge, Tim-
’then:: Cries." "First Grand Trio only Mh 
’ Concertante in G Minor for Clan- which appears on the agee-
nets." "My Lady Walks in Love- leased yesterday by Ray I., 
n, ASB president. 
intments H d 
Initial Council Slate 
The newly-elected Student 
Council will concern itself with ! 
several important appointments 
and reports at its initial se,-!-.;ae 
this afternoon The meetim-: 
begin at 2:30 o’clock in the 
ent Union. 
Appointments scheduled to b.. 
maak are: 
1. A student chairman of the 
Centennial barbecue committee 
The student selected for this post 
will be in charge of the coordina-
tion of several sub-committees 
working on the massive barbecue 
to be held next semester at Spar-
tan Stadium, 
2. The recently vacated nos’ of chief justice of the Studen  
Court will be filled Selection w.11 
be made from a group of apptica-tions submitted during the pa:i 
two weeks.
 
3 Two members of the Stu/lent 
Council will be appointed to the 
Student Union Board. 
The usual committee and or-
ganizational
 reports will be sup-
plimented by (lie from
 the by-
law committeea  group compos-
ed of former members of the 
Student Council. This committee 
has been engaged for the past 
several weeks in the business of r 
revising
 and compiling the stud-
ent body by-laws 
A request from the Pacific 
ent President Association 
er item of new b 
liriess" and "Marietta’s Lief" from ma 
"The Dead City " 
Alva s-heduled are "Ricerca!, Radio, and Toccata." "Quainet for Piar  K mp TV Guild 
and String:. in G Minor," "An , 
Cand
 "Ilirthia in D" To Hold Tryouts sardas" from "Die Fledermatn-
Participating in the concert will 
be Terrence McCann, Joan Good- ’ Tryouts for Cle Radio and T
win, Albert Krueger,
 Sandra vision Guild’s production of "Th. 
Campbell, Carol Cox, Joan Lo- Witeh Came C O.D" will be he’d 
max. Ray Robinson, James Go- In the Studio Theater of V. 
mes, Donald Sereno, James Snell, I Speech and Drarmi Building Mot,- Charles
 Knowles and Murray
 
day at 310 
other si micutz: vIln  will be 
heard ire Jane Ann Fritz. Evt 
Cauaniga, Jacqueline Rouleau, 
Carob  Rossi, Rhondda Linstedis
 Sheri Viera, Janice deReschke,
 
Joan Goodwin, Philip Kates. Val 
Phillips, Karen Blum and John 
Derby. 
This half-hour radio program, 
which aas written by SJS stud-
ent Jim Ahern, will tse presented 
at the annual Radio and TV Aw-
girds Night ceremonies ovcr KEEN 
May
 31 at 9:30 p.m. 
All students are invited to try 
ouS fur this production. 
Last year the "Ugliest Maim’ 
The Industrial Relation. Con- was Tom Bass. the member of the ference Class will stage its first Spartan football team, who was joint union-management confer- stricken by polio He was span’ 
ence on the San Jose State cam- sored by Kappa Kappa Gamma pus tomorrow from 4 p.m. to 9:30 
p.in.. according’ to Bob Murphy. and Delta Sigma Phi. 
, publicity chairman of the event. I Gary Waller, Rally Committee 
/ chairman, emphasized that any 
! The purpose of thoaconference one can vote for his choice for 
is to facilitate communications "Ugliest Man." and that proceeds 
between management and unions. I from the contest go to the Student 
Confereree officials
 state, **As Union Fund. 
a means of meeting this , Third place
 in the voting today 
hence the
 
probleos of cam-
 ; went to Clark Biggs. sponsored 
municationsl, }tint panel dis- I by Kappa Alpha Theta and Delta 
Upsilon, with a total of 92 cents. 
Other contestants and their totals 
are Rich Rodrigues, Kappa Tau 
.07; Ray Freeman, Phi Mu 07: 
Nick Barber, Duchess Hall .42; 
Ted Chambers. Alpha Tau Omega 
20; Gary Waller, Magnolia Man-
or 44; George Webber. Sigma PI 
04; Joe Vallenari, Alpha Phi 
Omega .79. 
Others include Paul Thompson, 
who is sponsored by Delta Gam-
ma and Pi, Kappa Alpha 43’. Bob 
Hosfeldt, Alpha Omicron Pt .21; 
Adams by Sigma Chi and Al-
ha Phi 47 and Fred Kemper, 
Delta Zeta and Theta Xi 04. 
The voting booths
 
will bc open 
from 9:15 a m. to 210 p.m to-
morrow and voting will be con-
tinued until Friday. 
GLEN BOWERS 
. . Liman Speaker 
ByKEEN Manager 
1a.:SenSi.1,11n1St. lopnlsa.nmid efdourcamtoan-
Robert Blum, salts I 
radio station KEEN. San Jose. mm 
speak to members of Dr. Ler ...- 
ern itiippeitena-liaelto and Tele-
vision Advertising
 class tomor-
row The meeting is slated for 
12:30 o’clock in Room J1 in the 
Journalism Building. 
Blum will speak
 to the class on 
"Problems
 of Selling Retail Ra-
dio Advertising".
 
Dr. Hippehen extends
 an Medd-
..an
 to all to attend the meeting. The
 Radio and Television class 
had toured radio KEEN’s station , 
.,ari transmitter earlier this year 
in addition to visiting KNTV, the  local
 television station,
 accord- ’ 
mg to Dr. Hipea    ’  
hich are intended to improve 
and expand the area of Coln-
III 11 Ilk:11(1011 ill both industry 
and labor."
. 
The conference will concentrate 
on the characteristics. techniques, 
’ and problems of mutual under-
standing. 
Six points involved in better-
ing communications are; (II take 
advantage of rumors, (2) expedi-
ate grievances, 13 give orders 
that get results, (4) improve coun-
seling, (5) get results from in-
terviews, and (8) get the most 
out of union and management 
publications. 
Deadline
 Today 
Dead I m Ill’ for submission of 
:ipplications for the appaintis 
office or chief justice of the 
student
 Court is today
 at noon 
students interested in applying for
 the post should turn in 
their applications to Hely’ Aho. 
ASB receptionist,
 in the Stud-
ent Union. 
SJS Faculty Wives 
To Hold
 Barbecue 
The San Jose State faculty 
wives will entertain their hus-
bands with a barbecued steak 
dinner tonight from 5:30 to 8 o-- 
clack a. .thoJaartlesue pita on the 
campus. The %%Ives of evening 
instructors will assist as hostesses 
for the event. 
Gus Lease, assistant professor 
music,..and
 his wife will pre-
sent several vocal selections
 A 
versatile group who call them-select: the "Jugheads," also
 will 
provide. entertainment by play-
ing their rnusleal bottN:’, 
Tickets Available 
The entire program is being put 
-’:5 by Dr Edward I’ Shaw’s In- For Senior Day dusin, Relations Conference!
 Class Tickets to the Senior Day act-
ivities will be available to seniors Glen Boners, direetor :II the Student Affairs Office un-
state conciliation service, will tit May 23, according to Sherry 
he the guest speaker at the Nuernberg, Senior Day chair-
dinner to he held at 6 P m. man 
His topic win he
 "The Methods Adobe Creek
 Lodge will be the and Procedures in Improving
 tu,t,.  un.. scene of the activities, May 24. 
ion and Management." I Menu for the day includes prime 
rib which the seniors
 chose in a 
A:, aidilig to Murphy, the eon- vote taken early in the semester. 
Terence will be the first time such Professor Snarl, a fictional title 
Arnold
 Air Society union-management talks ever / applied to profeicaor Jack Holt-, have been staged by a western I ah s.nirtfl.ewill be on hand for the lest-
To Honor Seniors college 
San Jose Stan s Stain 
Squadron of the Arnold Air S, 
ciety
 will honor its ieracluallo.. 
seniors at a pre-commissioning 
dinner at the Moffett Field Of-
ficers’ Club tonight at 7:30 0’-
clock. 
Graduating seniors who arc to 
he commissioned will receive their 
military insigniasat the dinner. 
Principal guest of honor will 
be Maj. William L. Wetscl, as-
sistant professor of air science 
and tactics, who will leave SJS 
at the end of this semester. 
Maj. Wetsel has been adviser to 
the Society and the dinner
 has 
been arranged as a farewell party 
Centennial Post 
Applications Due 
St ietem  . 
the office
 of snidest chair 
the Centennial ha 0)(1: 
tee may altbnlit their 
until noon today 
Such applications should 
orned
 
in to the ASB 
’he Student Union 
Home Ec Studerits 
To Plan Barbecue 
Eta Fpsihomm. home eco; 
social orgaiwatian, will nw   
evening at 7 o’clock in 
according to Mary Lou ts; 
publicity elaurman 
Fta Epsilon is preparing for it  
annual- barbecue isanartmr-Irlds1 
uattng seniors It will be held 
May 24., 
Ins% HI LIE it %PRISON, intermediate clerk tspist, displaJs 
a proud smile as sfIr revel% es a certificate of merit and a $25 
_ cash otard front Dr. John
 T. 1Vahlquist, president_g 5,15. Miss 
Ilarrison received the award for her time and money-saving sea-
1 gestious concerning office pruccdurc. photo  by Hawkins 
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History Honor Society 
Schedules Initiation
 Fete 
Phi Alpha Theta, history hce 
society, will hold its initiatlor 
new members at 10935 Mt Han 
ton Rd , Thursday, May 17. 
7.30 p m. 
Those planning to attend should 
meet in front of the Social Science 
Building by 7 p.m. 
New members to be initiated 
are Cecelia Dennis, Richard Hick-
man. Joseph Hunt. Dave Mussat-
ti and Albion Vickety 
CONTACT LENS 
CENTER 
JOE ALLEN 
213 S First 
FRANK JACKSON 
CY 7-5174 
Spring Bouquets
 
at 
Bakmas
 
Flower 
Shop 
10th and 
Santa Clara 
Come in and see us Today 
CY 1-0462-10th L Santo Coro 
PARKING
 
Late for Class?
 
We Park
 It For You 
onci Broke Service 
Complete Lobr;cation 
T C P 
Silva’s Shell 
Fourth and Son
 Fernando
 
Across horn Student Union 
Show Slate 
STUDIO
 
"MEET ME IN 
LAS VEGAS" 
Dan Dailey - Cyd Charisse
 
PIUS  ’ 
"URANIUM BOOM" 
DENNIS MORGAN   PAT
 MEDINA 
UNITED ARTISTS 
"TAP ROOTS"
 
VAN HEFLIN 
Companion  eorare
"Kansas Raiders"
 
CALIFORNIA 
"COMANCHE" 
DANA ANDREWS 
Also-
"TIMETABLE"
 
MAYFAIR 
OUTSTANDING 
"PICNIC"
 
ALSO--  
"TEXAS LADY.’ 
EL RANCHO
 
’ ON THE THRESHOLD 
OF SPACE-
- 
-ALSO
"World in My Corner" 
- 
TOWNE 
"DIABOLIQUE" 
will stand your hair on end 
ineetaints
 
.ariL47:4 
4innotineetiients 
Alpha Chi Epsilon wail huld its 
potluck dinner at Ws. Bradley’s 
home tonight. Students who plan 
to go are asked to meet in front 
of the Student Union at 5:15 p.m. 
Alpha Eta Sigma will meet 
Thursday at 7:90 p hi. in the First 
Federal Savings and Loan Build-
ing 
Co-Ree Hawaiian party will be 
held tonight ut ’ZOO o’clock in the 
Womes’s
 Gym. 
s o. s .s.ill meet today at 4:30 
. Room II?,
 
according 
:u iiul Carlson, publicity ch.L. 
m311. 
Entertainment will be provided, 
and all SOS girls are invited to ’ 
Start . I ,tudeat Orcan 
gallon r will discuss
 the 
budgt at ttk-:: meeting today at 
330 p.m m SD 130. 
Physic., satiety will meet to-
murrow at 10:30 ni. on the Ssi  
ence Building roof. 
Social Affairs Committee %vitt 
meet tomorrow t 3;30 p.m in the 
Student Union. 
Student V will meet tonioht it 
7:30 . lock ill the Stticient V ’ 
Tau Delta Phi will meet to-
nist,!.  7:30 o’vlock in the Tow-
er. 
Tri sigma will hold a family 
bat oc, elub Almaden on Sat-
urday at 1 p.m Swimming
 and 
other recreational facilities are 
attend. 
_
available 
_ 
Extra-Curricula 
By VINCE PERRIN 
"On the Nose." Revelries’ 1956 production. is a gem of a show. 
Moreover. it is a crackling surprise: The score is fresh.
 the sets are 
ingenious. the book is good Damon Runyon-in-the-rough, the direction 
Is swift, and the performances are so good that Spartans may feel 
they are seeing the familiar actors for the first time  
Marion Rnignone and l’rank Da% idson Miss Brugnone, 
especially, is. a lovely leading tads. and a charming actress. This 
buoyancy complements "What Makes the World Go ’Round." a 
slickly piquant number sung oith real feeling and choreographed 
oith imagination. The show’s best scenes, hootoer, are stolen by 
too excellent supporting players: 
Benita Camicia is an absolute howl as Bernice. a gorgeousO 
deadpan barfly whose voice is not unlike a raven’s with a throat 
condition. Her porcelain-shattering rendition of "Persuasion" is 3 
show-stopping scream. Versatile Bob Montilla has 3 wonderfully funny. 
four-role tour de force. His very presence get the show’s oludest laughs. 
and when he belts across "Ode toa French Fried Potato." the evening 
is made. 
PERRIN 
ANOTHER NATHAN 
There are some fine bits of business by 
Suzanne Zingler, Dave Schmidtt, and Lynne 
Brunst: James Dunn’s Earl is a studied recap 
of Nathan Detroit: Craig Thush’s plot mmetua-
tions are casual enough and well-timed; Nancy 
Stephens and Bernie Gardner have a grand time 
with "Problems"; Grant Salzman’s Alexander is 
an engaging sidekick; and Bob Gordon has a 
brief, bouncy bit as a berserk robot who wants 
to be a librarian. 
The show is Jim Kason at his best. His 
scoring is sprightly and lilting by turns, and 
remarkably well-integrated into the book: 
"On the Nose" is a catchy, counter-melodic opener that cascades 
into solo hits and individual patter: "The Good Old Days" is a 
subtle
 compound-fracture of Charles Addams: and "Bernice’s Blues" 
has a good, solid beat. 
The dancing chorus has an exciting go at Roberta Boone’s stylish 
choreography. and Lynne Brunst and Ed Tryck do wonders with "Rain 
Son." Julie Boyer’s technical direction is sharp and her set designs 
are just about terrific. The singing chorus is refreshingly audible. 
The book is bright and director James Dunn has paced it a fast clip. 
All these talented people have turned On the Nose" into an ir-
resistible charade. Spartans who have not yet seen it have stayed 
away from a show Dr. John Kerr, associate professor drama, has been 
moved to call the best Revelries production he has seen in the last 
10 years. 
SMART SET-UP 
Two men students at Brigham Young University have a clever set-
-p. They award a -Brown Jug Traveling Trophy" to the coeds giving 
’hem the most outstanding meal of the week. So far, they have re-
ceived free meals each night for the last two weeks. A Salt Lake City 
silverware company has made arrangements to give the week’s winning 
coed a genuine china dish and silver serving utensil. 
Moreover, the two have another flourishing enterprise: They are 
Certified Movie and Party Goers." For a slight fee. they gladly at-
lend any movie or party for you.They promise to go neatly dressed 
and conduct themselves like gentlemen. 
On Sundays. they often dress soberly. go down to the Provo 
Bus Depot, and jump on the incoming buses. One will ask: "Is 
there a Bishop on the bus?" If there is no repls, the two proceed 
to conduct a regular church meeting, complete with collections 
and hymn singing. 
POTPOURRI: 
A handful of Santa Clara University students turned up to hear 
Governor Goodwin-J. Knight last week. Editorialized the "Santa Clara:" 
" ... this gross indifference has ruined Santa Clara." ... University of 
Washington coeds are tinting their hair with shades of daffodil yellow, 
sparkling sherry. red pepper. pink. blue. and lavender. Ugh’ 
House Speaker Sam Rayburn and minority leader Joseph W. 
Martin will each speak at Syracuse l’niversity graduation cert.- 
monies 
. . . Santa Barbara College’s "El Gaucho" questioned the 
value of intercollegiate competition and stated that as long as 
intercollegiate athletics continue to -haunt" campuses, colleges 
are falling down in their job of producing men and women capable 
of leading the nation. 
The University of Kansas City printed "a word of congratulations 
0  the Kansas student council It seems to he the only organization on 
,ampus which doesn’t have to choose a queen to make the front page." 
and again: "The police force of a mid-western city recently found it-
-elf in the embarrassing position of being without parking tickets. A 
omilar situation on this campus would undoubtedly be a top-ranking 
tragedy, probably second only to the breakdown of an IBM machine." 
Five Campus Religious Groups 
Serve City By Helping Youths 
Its <, BUTLEX 
I.’ƒ%  . organi-
zation: on campus are serving the 
city by helping the youth in Santa 
Clara County Juvenil? Hall re-
turn to the community as happy 
and productive citizens. 
The five organizations are 
working with the recreational and 
religious services of eight churches 
in San Jose in showing an inter-
eSt ill the welfare and future of 
problem youth.
 
INDIVIDUALS PARTICIPATE 
Although non-student groups 
are In charge of the recreational 
programs Wednesday
 and Thurs-
day mornings and Tuesday eve-
nings, many srudents participate’ 
as individuals Sunday afternoon 
worship services are sometimes 
handled by non-student groups 
for both the Protestant and Cath-
olic services, however students 
from the Protestant groups and 
the Newman Club often partici- I 
pate. 
Students helping with these 
roupa are from the First Cove-
nant Church. San Jose Bible : 
College. Grace I. u th e r 0 
Church, 20th St. Church of God, 
and L. Joseph’s Catholic 
Church. 
The brunt of Sunday afternoon l 
I services is carried by the official 
campus groups whose financial 
transactions are handled by the 
Student Affairs Business Office. 
They are Westminister Founda-
tion from the First Presbyterian 
Church, Roger Williams Fellow-
ship of Grace Baptist Church, 
Wesley Foundation, meeting at 
First Methodist Church, Plymouth 
Fellowship of the First Congre-
gational Church and Wesley Fel-
lowship from Willow Glen Meth-
odist Church. 
STUDENT WORK EFFECTIVE 
Students find it easier to es-
tablish rapport than older per-
sons, and are therefore more ef-
fective in this type of juvenile 
worik.r 
°grams.  held from 2:15 to 
2:45 p.m. Sundass. usually start 
with an introduction of the stu-
dents pt-sent. Perhaps 1.1. read-
ing %%ill follow, the subject of 
the talk is often taken from the 
reading. Croup singing occu-
pies about half the program. 
Talks limy resemble those giv-
en in the non-sectarian chapel 
services on campus. or more akin 
to those in a philosophy or psy-
chology class. geared for a low-
er age group. The talk may be on 
a literary piece, such as the "To 
1, 
What Outer Quad? 
Dear Thrust and Parry: 
In ’reference to your article on 
page 1 of yesterday’s (May 19) is-
sue, "Ugly Man Contest Com-
mences Today; Vote in Outer 
Quad." I have only one question. 
’What Outer Quad’!" 
I no longer can sit on the 
grass when I eat lunch. I sit on 
a wooden fence. or stand warily 
alert ready to run for my life 
at the warning, "Timber." 
Someone stopped me the oth-
er day at the corner of 4th and 
San Antonio streets and asked 
me how to get to the Administra-
tino Building from there All I 
could say lea.% -I don’t believe 
you can get there from here." 
When I am graduated, wilt I be 
able to get to the "outside"? 
Ah, progress! 
Hopefully, 
PETER C WORDEN 
ASB 8575 
- 
Support for Big Bill 
Dear Thrust and Parry: 
In the column, "From This 
Corner," which appeared in the 
May 8 edition of the Spartan 
Daily, Mr. Peter Meckel ex-
pressed an opinion with which 
we heartily disagree. 
He stated, " . big Bill looked 
anything but an Olympic pros-
pect," and that Russell disappoint-
ed local fans with his high jump 
performance Later on in his col-
umn, he stated that, "From this 
corner it appears Russell won’t 
Put enough work into his high 
jumping to make the Olympic 
team." 
We would like to clarify a 
few of these statements. For one 
thing, Russell merely is Jump-
ing for the fun of it . . . more 
or less to keep in shape for 
the Olympic berth he already 
has w on, with his lack of 
"form" on the basketball floor. 
Ile has never claimed himself 
as the nest seven foot high 
juniper. That was the work of 
some over-enthused sports writ-
er from San Francisco. 
ALso, we cannot imagine any-
one claiming "Big Bill" disap-
pointed sports fans with anything 
he attempts. He is perhaps one 
of the most colorful athletes to 
come along in a long while, and 
anything he attempts is a pleas-
ure for us to watch. The great 
attendance attracted by the USF 
Dons this year bears truth to this 
fart, for they came for the most 
part to see him in action. 
Lastly, anyone who can jump, 
tfl os ’ 6 ft cl in is pretty 
   Revelries Applications
 Teacher Deadline Issue Challenge 
SARATOGA 
OUTSTANDING, 
"SAMURAI" 
JAPANESE
 FILM 
in color 
Ap, fl. for S1(1(11t (1,: 
Deadline for teacher training 
nterviews for this semester Ii 
May 25 Education students who 
need approval to advance in the 
fall semester must have sched-
uled interviews by this date. Ap-
pointments may be made in the 
Credentials Office, Room 120, 
or of next year’s Revelries are 
still being taken in the office
 of 
Ted Balgooyen, assistant profes-
sor of speech. The applications 
must be accompanied with a state-
ment of qualifications
 and pro-
vious experience. 
New York Life Insurance Ca., Dept, 1$ 
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Without
 obligation, I would like your
 FREE 
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Cost Insured Saving Plan for College
 Men. 
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For Special Occasions
 
Special consideration to 
students   
Third end Sante
 Mee Cy S-1104 
Bg co+ 
LIF°)    
_ssl tI . uƒioLi D. i MI Meckel 
notice
 the results of the recent 
Fresno Relays? "Big Bill" did a I 
number of things 
For one thing, he tied for first 
place with the great Charlie 
Dumas, heating fabulous Ernie 
Shelton. the SCA.% high Jump-
er of last year. The height of 
this ss inning effort was: 6 ft. 
91, in., which is pretty fur in 
any country. Also. from first 
hand reports, Russell cleared 
7 ft. only to has e his foot hit 
the bar after he was over. 
We’re not claiming that Rus-
sell has the greatest form and , 
should be considered a cinch for 
the Olympic track team, but we 
feel he shouldn’t be ridiculed for 
his efforts. Unimpressive as he 
appears as a high jumper, he 
should at least be considered as 
a candidate for the Olympic track 
team. 
Remember, "Big Bill" did not 
have the greatest form as a bas-
ketball player, but ask any of the 
members of this year’s varsity. 
basketball team as to the effec-
tiveness of Russell. Form or im-
pression isn’t
 
everything; it’s the 
final result that counts, and let’s 
face it, "Big Bill" g’ets the job 
done. 
TOM CRANE 
ASS 6409 
DAVE ANDERSON 
ASH 6094 
Disputes Frog Jump Title 
Dear "Filoo: IIii l’ittry: 
In regard to the Thrust and 
Parry letter of last Friday, I would 
like to make the following im-
portant correction! 
Sigma Chi fraternity claims to 
hold the title and trophy of the 
"World’s Intercollegiate
 Frog 
lumping Cltimpionshap." Their 
claims are justified if one con-
siders just last year. If one goes 
back one more year, he would find 
that the "Grand World’s Inter-
collegiate
 Frog Jumping Champ-
ionship" was set by Alpha Phi 
Omega with a jump of 12 ft 61/2 
in. This was greater than Sigma 
Chi’s "W orld Championship" 
jump of last year. 
In regard to the "challenge" 
made by the so-called champs, 
U regret to Inform them that 
Alpha, l’hi Omega will mit be 
able to enter the contest this 
year, due to a previously sched-
uled major service
 project. 
Here is a chance for some oth-
er fraternity
 to try its luck at 
our World’s Championship record. 
Good jumping, 
BEN ZEITMAN
 
ASH 8962 
Historian of Alpha Phi Omega 
i Dear Thrust and Parry: 
We, the students of Dr. William T.orell’s Continental Structural 
I Design Class Of Various Wood, Steel and Concrete Mill Buildings or 
Hinged Frame Structures. am o challenging the studious "slide-rule slip-
pers" of the mysterious Engineering Realm to ANY event that they 
are capable of performing. 
Any challenge that might he forthcoming, though none is expected 
because of the esteem in which the "continentals" are held and the 
excellent record of accomplishments that are well known to all con-
cerned, can he thrown at the forthcoming Engineering Barbecue, Sun-
day, May 20 Since the persons concerned in this challenge are the 
shy and retiring type, the’ probably shall not be heard from. 
. ASB 7175, ASS 7065 
Ws
UN1TED YAX1 
on dotes 
CY 4-2324 
ROBERT LAWS 
,1 111011, 
08-90 Park Ave. CY 5-9215 
Free Parking in Pear 
be, or not to be" passage from 
Shakespeare’s -Hamlet  
CARE TAKEN 
Care is given not to antagonize 
those skeptical of religion, or 
those with strung denominational 
ties 
The group may sing hymns 
or songs of the campfire vari-
ety. ’fhe audience always Li 
asked for their requests. 
Attendance is never compulsory, 
although most of the juverille-; 
come, accompanied by their at-
tendants Many have a genuine 
interest. Some come to break the 
monotony and tension of living 
together in
 a building built for 
14 persons, which often houses 
boys and girls get to see each 
75. It also is the only chance the 
other. 
NOT ALL DELINQUENT 
Ages range from 13 tu IS, and 
not all youths in the hall are de-
linquent. Some are orphans, or 
otherwise wards of the state 
They are mixed indiscriminately 
with the delinquents, 
Plans for adequate
 facilities 
have been discussed by the coun-
ty, but no action yet has been 
taken. 
"I’m glad to see San Jose State 
students are concerned with the 
problems of these neglected 
youngsters and are doing some-
thing about it in a concrete fash-
ion," stated the Rev.
 Ingraham 
Spartan Daily 
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Allen Hahn, John Howard, Joel 
Saffron, Ray Bitterman, Cynthia Clark, 
Jock Cummings, John Elliot, Barb Fis-
cher, Terry Sweeney, Dick Hurlbut’, 
Henry Hosted?, Joan Henderson, 
Wayne Halbert, Joseph Kennedy, 
Leslie Lyons, Charles Leider, lock 
Erickson, Robert Montell, Eleanor Va-
lente, Dick Russel, 
a.  
Look Sharp . 
Be Sharp ... 
Flattop: - Crew - Burr 
Club Barber Shop 
IPersonalized ser ’ice 
... 5 Barbers ... 
68 E SAN FERNANDO 
11,011" /1" 
ƒ4111*  
115 S. First St. - San Jose 
San Jose 
Launderette 
463 S 2nd 
Complete laundry 
Service 
SHIRTS 20c 
DENIMS 40c 
Dry Cleaning 
Try Us And 
SAVE 
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR 
AFTER-SCHOOL HOURS 
_ Choose a hobby from our 
complete line of supplo, 
kits, sets, tools. 
HUSTON S 
HOBBY SHOP 
293 S 3,-.1 St 
COMP I,, oncl 
browse around 
rata 
--A1111111Guys that really 
rate make a Monti’s dinner date! 
1745 El Camino 
Mountain View 
Spaghetti - Ravioli 
PIZZA PIE 
The Best Italian Food   Cooked To Taste 
ENGLES & BROWN 
*holesale 
Purveyors 
of 
"Fine Meats" 
Hotels - Restaurants 
Institutions 
170 Younger Ave. San Jose CY 7-0895 
Spring Special
 for Students 
Sol(sn is of tering their 
regular $2 50 haircut for 
2.00 
/
Jell
 to any student 
 
Student Body Card 
showing their 
SALONS OF BEAUTY 
IS North rust St. 257 South /its, It. 
CY4 6634 C37-1440 
DU
 Leads Tourney 
Jump In Top Spot 
With 23 Markers;
 
Mat Finals Tonight 
Defending
 Champs SAE 
Trail With Seven Points 
Delta Upsilon established itself
 
as "the team to beat" in the Inter-
Fraternity novice wrestling tourna-
ment as it rolled up 23 points in 
last night’s preliminary and sec- ’ 
ond round bouts. 
Sigma
 Alpha Epsilon. winner
 of 
the tournament for the past two 
years, ranked second after last 
night’s action with seven points. 
Alpha Tall Omega and Phi Sig-
ma Kappa each have five points. 
Theta Chi. Sigma Nu, Sigma Chi, 
and Delta Sigma Phi each have four 
fmints. Kappa Alpha hits compiled
 
tvias points.
 
The semi-finals and preliminary 
consolation bouts of the tourna-
ment get underway today at 4 
o’clock in the
 Men’s Gym, with 
the final consolation matches
 and 
the finals set for 7:30 o’clock
 to-
night.
 
of the tournament, disclosed last 
Coach Hugh l’slumby, in charge Bronzan
 
Lauds Desire, 
night that anyone who has lost  
a man that reaches
 the final: ondition of Grid Team 
MARV MCKEAN, former East Contra Costa JC 
quarterback, who impressed Spartan fans with 
his fine passing, makes good yardage on the 
ground in Friday nights game. Bub Dunisant 
blocks Roland Logan at right. McKean proved to 
be the difference as the Blues defeated the 
Whites. -photo by HawkIna 
(lgible to compete in the con-, 
lation matches and should be at 
the gym at 4 p.m. today. 
The final consolation bouts will
 be 
for third and fourth places, and the 
finals for first and second places.:
 
Lost night’s second round results: 
137-pound class Zutola (MO) de-
cisioned
 
Williams (SAE) Benen pinned 
Donald.on ISAC)
 
147-pound class Bush (PSKI decisioned 
Boynto’ ATO).
 Sweeney (DU) pinned 
Graham (SAFI. Ortland (ATO) de.isioned 
Reese (PKA). 
157-lb. doss. Huttler SAE) pinned Pel-
tier (ATO); Stevoish (DU) pinned Canzi-  
ani IPSKI; Rushing (TC) pinned Martin 
ih(SN); (daemon (DU) pinned Rosequist Reynol d s F nis es Best
By DICK O’CONNOR 
"We are far ahead of where we 
were at the end of spring practice 
last year. I can’t think of a single 
position where we have not im-
proved." 
This was the opinion of Coach 
Bob Bronzan as he summed up the 
Spring practice sessions at San 
Jose State. lie continued, "the 
squad had more desire than any 
Power Supply 
other in recent years " 
"I think that the reason for 
the better °serail  spirit and de-
sire on the squad is that we 
are playing more as a team this 
year. There are fewer cliques." 
Bronzan pointed out that the new 
men picked up the system sur-
prisingly well and the "old heads" 
improved even more than was an-
ticipated by the coaches, 
167-pound class Stetovich
 (DU) di.’ 
cisioned Rail (MCA) Berma’n pinned Mur-
ray (PICA). 
177-pound class: Summers (DSP) de-
cisioned Collidge (SC). ha derisioned leg-
gin (TC), Sheldon (PSC) pinned Richmults 
(SAE), Cassidy IOU) decisioned McPherson 
(IC) 
191-pound class. Schallon (DU) pinned 
Bitermon (SAE). Ueberroth IDU) won by 
default over Cummings (IC). 
Heavyweight class Tipton (IC) pinned 
Jacobson (SAE). 
PATRONIZE 
TOUR ADVERTISERS 
TEN/EAU/VC ’,LW COOP 
Except 
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School Supplies 
The Beta Kappa 
277 E San Fernando St. 
Year- Sets Two Marks 
By BOB BARKER 
Chuck Reynolds, the power behind the Spartan baseball team all 
season long, climaxed his last year of play with the San Joseans, by 
’ cracking the school’s homerun and runs batted in marks. 
The six ft. 185 pound Reynolds, elected captain by his Spartan 
teammates, had his finest year with the Spartans. Ile connected for 
seven homeruns and drove in 36 runs, leading the club in both de-
partments. He finished with a classy .337 batting average. 
Reynolds claims the secret behind his success at the plate 
Iles in the coaching of Walt Williams, and Chuck’s own ability to 
swing "just to get wood on the ball." 
The Spartan captain attributes swinging just to meet the ball has 
helped considerably, For one who doesn’t swing for the fences, Chuck 
has done pretty well, slamming out more homers than any Spartan in 
history Chuck claims it was pretty difficult in holding up his swing 
after clouting a homerun against USC this season. However, he did, 
and the next trip at plate, he connected for another round-tripper. 
The fine fielding and throwing , 
Iof Reynolds also helped the Spar-
, tan cause on many occasions.: 
Chuck had some trouble in left 
field at the beginning of the sea-
son, as he always before had played i 
center field. He says that master-
ing the curve of the hall while
 it is 
in flight has been his most diffi-
cult task. 
Chuck, a senior physical educa-
tion major. was a four sport man 
in Freemont High School in Sunny-
vale, making the all-conference 
teams in all four different sports
 
at one time or another. During his 
senior year in high school, Chuck 
batted an amazing .619. Upon grad-
uation, he matriculated at Menlo 
College where he played baseball 
and track. He held the Coast Con-
ference discus mark until it was 
broken last year by Rink Babka, 
present USC star. 
While at San Jose. the Spartan 
captain decided to concentarte on 
baseball, believing that it was there 
THE BIGGEST NAME IN CLEANING 
Special 
4 Hour Service 
If You Are in a Hurry 
2nd & Santa Clara St. 
ECONOMY CLEANERS 
Bronzan singled out as many 
newcomers as veteranS for praise. 
lie reported that the defensive play 
of the ends was one of the strong 
points of the squad. Jim Moon., 
Pete Galloni and Bob Dunivant all 
played better than expected. Duni-
vent, along with fullback Darell 
Clement, give the Spartans the 
best pair of punters in recent years. 
Faced with the problem of re-
placing tno first string tackles. 
Bronran converted guard Jim 
Hughes to fill one soot and un-
covered a real "find" in Austin 
ITaienrangiaie:ne.Lararnie was credited 
with being the best lineman on 
the field in Friday nights Spar-
All of the other interior linemen 
also improved to the extent where 
they are ahead of those playing the 
position last year. 
The backfield, expected to be a 
problem because of loss of exper-
ienced players, proved to be the 
strong point of the team The 
coaches went looking for a quarter-
back to replace Tony Teresa and 
they found three. Dick Vermeil, 
Mary McKean. and Ron Woolverton 
proved that they can give the Gold-
en Raiders a passing game that 
has been
 
sadly lacking in recent 
years. 
The defensive halfbacks, parti, 
ciliary Walt Ackemann and Ilarvel 
Pollard. are on a par with any on 
the coast. Bronzan described Acke-
mann as ’’a real Big Ten football 
player." 
Others singled oirt for praise 
were Jim Riley. Benny Guzman, 
Charles Brooks and Pat Hiram. All 
except Hiram are newcomers to 
SJS. 
"I think if the passing game 
goes as well this fall as it has 
this spring, we will be fielding 
one of our best offensive teams. 
The defense, which I consider 
as possiblY more important than 
offense. also has the potential to 
rank viith the best at .,IS" Bron-
zan said. 
If all goes well. Spartan football 
fans can look for the Golden Raid-
ers to return In the familiar spot 
as the top independant team
 on 
the West Coast 
Stanley vs. Whitfield 
State College Meet 
Next for Thinclads 
Muir 
sights on Saturday’s California 
State College Track and Field 
I championships slated fur Fresno’s 
}tutelar Stadium. 
Highlight of the meet is expected 
to be the halimile duel between 
Jti Juae’s l.ang Stanley and Los 
Angeles State’s two time uls fume 
champion Mal Whittield 
Spartan coach Bud Winter re-
ports Stanley has had a tough time 
shaking a bad cold which kept him 
out ut the West Coast Relays. but 
the Spartan star has been able to 
resume limited workouts. 
Stanley has 3 best clucking of 
I 48 7 compared to Whitlield’s 
1 50 3. However. the latter is a 
great competitor, who c o ill e 6 
through when the chips are down. 
This fact coupled oith Lang’s re-
- 
Top Coast Marks 
100-10ng (Cal) 9 3 Ago.tni (Fresno) 
9.3 Burks (LA Slate) 9 6, Robinson (Fres-
no) and Coy). IUSCI 9 7n. Elmo,. (SF 
State) 9 7. 
270-Agostini (Fresno) 20.1, Coyle 
(USC) 20.1i, Dorsey (USC) /1.0. Johnson 
(UCLA) 21.0n. 
440-Larrabo. (USC) 47 1. Ellis /UCLA) 
47 4, Shinn lOey) 47.7; Stanley (SJS) 
47.9 /Minton (Oxy) 48 O. 
880-Stanley (SS) 1 48.7; Whitfield 
(La State) 1 50 3; Kiiby (USC) 1.51.2; 
Coburn (USC) 1 51 4, Shinn (Oxy) 151.-
4. 
Mile-Balley (Oregon) 3.51.6; Seaman 
(UCLA) 4 07 4, Bowden (Col) 4:08.2; Del-
linger (Oregon) 4 OR S. McLeod (USC) 
4 00 1 
Two mile-Truew (USC) 9 01 S Dellin-
§er (Oregon) 9 03 I McClanothen (San-
ta Barbara) 9 15 8, Bailey (Oregon) 
916 7n. Craves (Stanford) 9 18 On. 
High hurdles-Johnson (UCLA) 14 1; 
Robinson (Fresno) 14 2 Nelson (Stanford) 
14.4; Ball (UCLA) 14 5, Cobb (Stanford) 
14.6. 
Low )nurdles-Robinson (Fresno) 22.5; 
Johnson (UCLA) 22.6; Holloway (UCLA) 
and Cobb (Stanford) 23 4; Dlebert (Fres-
no) 73.5n. 
High jump-Russell (USE) 6-9’. Fond-
le, (Pomona) and Fehlen (Stanford) 6-
7 3/4; Dyer (UCLA) 6-7 1 11 Moss (OSC) 
6.6 3;4. 
Broad furnp--Johnson (UCLA) 25-3 
S 3 /4. Arnett (USC) 25-0 Herrmann 24-
3  Upshaw (Col) 24-7, Gambini (Fresno) 
24-0 
Pole vault-Gutowski fOxy) 1s-3/4, Mot. 
rim (USC) 14-9, Lvock (USC) 14-6 3/4; 
Pedeson (Fresno) 14.4 Bradt (Prima) 
14-1. 
Javelin-Conley (Cal Tech) 237-111/4; 
Pearson (WSCI 775 I Voiles Mg 
224-11’ , Greene
 
ISit)
 717 7 1/, , 
(USC) 215-10’. 
Dorus-Drummond (UCLA) 18-6 Vick 
(UCLA) 175- Burt (Cal) 174-6: Babla 
(USC) 174-2 3 4 Hester 10ey) 169.1 ----- 
estahl:sh %1 hit 
field as the favorite. 
The Spartans will be bolstered by 
the return of Ray Goodwin, who 
has been out most of the season 
with a bad leg Winter reports 
Ooodoin’s activity will be limited 
to high jumping. 
Art Hiatt. who repulled his leg 
muscle in the mile rel.’s, will be 
the only Spartan who old not see 
action Winter believes Hiatt will 
be lost for the season. 
West Coast collegians continue 
to turn in outstanding performan 
ces. California’s Leamon King turn 
ed in the top effort of the week 
with his :09.3 clocking in the een 
tun to take over the lead in that 
event Bill Russell. USE high jump 
or, provided the only other ilea 
best with his 6 ft. 91/4 in leap. 
Wednesday.
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The HOLLAND 
enjoy our Dalian Dishes 
in your or 
Cor 12th and Santo Cloia 
to BUE’S MARKET 
FREE DELIVERY 
Where Quality Meets Prices From Farm to You 
1481 Almaden Rd , San Jose CV. 2-3346 
Lou’s Village 
Special Dinners 
$1.50 
includes entre, salad, 
coffee, dessert 
1465 W. San Carlos St. 
Only 11 more days 
for you to reserve 
your copy of .... 
La Torre 
.... order today and 
be sure 
Order your ropy at Student Actlyttles Otfiri 
or the Lo lorr  booth In Outer Quad 
Shot Put-Vick (UCLA) 57-5, Butt
 (Cal) 
57-4 Martin (UM 56-11l/s; Cheney 
(Stanford) 55-7 3 4, Meyer (011y) 54. 
61/4. 
Reynolds Honored 
Chuck Reynolds, Oar outfit-Id’ 
cc of the Spartan baseball squad, 
has been selected as the Most 
Valuable Player of this sear’s 
varsity team bs his teammates, 
it was disclosed late yesterday 
afternoon. 
Intramural Softball 
Maintaining its tenacious grip on 
the top rung of the independent CHUCK REYNOLDS intramural league, the powerful 
. . . Slugging
 SJS Capiain 435 club whipped the Red Vs 50 
Monday afternoon at Spartan Field. 
, his future lies. Upon graduation The 435’ers lead the league with in June. Chuck plans to enter pro-
a 4-0 win mark, and are only one fessional baseball. t hough he - 
doesn’t know where. From his 
come-through performance this 
year, Chuck shouldn’t have any 
trouble landing a job. 
Reynolds has had
 several big
 days with the Spartans this sea. 
son. but probably the highlight
 
was his two homeruns
 against the 
Trojans.
 Another feature was his 
Four hits
 in the San Fran-
cisco State
 contest. From
 a 
team viewpoint,
 Chuck rates 
State s two wins
 oser Stanford
 
as the
 big ores. 
Bobbie Doig of Fresno State is 
named
 the best opposing
 pitcher 
that Reynolds
 has faced this year. 
but Spartan Hal Kolstad has more 
stuff according to Chuck. 
Open
 at 1 PM 
Dine by Candlelight at the
 
HOUSE OF PIZZA 
Try a Confusion Pizza 
395 Almaden Ave CV 7-9908 
Vil,ere You Get Your Money s 
victory away from winning the 
independent title. 
In the American T.eague, Delta 
Upsilon defeated Phi sigma Kap-
  
Action 
pa, 6-4, to stay In first plaee. 
In other action Sigma PI swamp-
ed Kappa Tau, 14-1. Lambda Chl
 
Alpha and Theta Xi were Idle. 
Theta Chi’s ace, Dick Zimmer-
man, turned
 in another top per-
formance of the day. pitching his 
teammates
 to a 114) shutout over 
Theta Chi. Other
 teams were in-
active. 
Shortie the Shade 
50yS: 
"ON THE NOSE" 
is your best bet 
Post time: 8:15 
Track: Morris Dailey 
Season Run May 18 & 19 
par, mutual 
Sruclers Gene,a,
 
   
/ S 
 NIS 
IBM 
For the engineer who has completed his survey of 
industrial openings . . . 
COMPARE THIS OPPORTUNITY 
As part of the planned expansion of electronic facilities, 
the new 
SAN JOSE IBM MANUFACTURING ORGANIZATION 
offers ci I,rnded nur,ber (Ji Lang range career positions 
to outstanding men with Bachelor of Science degrees. 
If you have more to offer, IBM offers you . . . 
  PROFESSIONAL GROWTH 
IBM is recognized as the leader in the 
fast growing field of digital computers. 
  CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS 
Desaaning and cievel3p.na equipment 
and testing techniques for the automatic 
production of computing equipment. 
  
SECURITY 
IBM has an enviable record of stable er.- 
ployment and a history of outstanding 
benefits. 
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS, APPLICANTS ARE 
INVITED TO CONTACT 
Dr Clements, Placement Officer, San Jose State College 
for appointments on campus Friday, May 18, 1956, 
beginning at 9 A M. 
4 SPARTAN DAILY Wednesday, May 16. 1956 
Spartan Society 
BARBARA WHITE 
Seeley 
r sae Coaoeoo A)..  
Fraternities Plan Outdoor
 Activities; 
Elect Officers for the Coming Year 
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
The Delta Sigma Phis held a 
swimming party at Adobe Creek 
Lodge on Saturday The function 
was in honor of the candidates 
running for the "Sailor’s Ball." 
DELTA UPSILON 
Electrons for next semester’s 
officers were held Monday night 
Joe Clark was elected president 
Assisting him will be Chuck 
Kamm, vice president: Gerry Se-
verson, recording secretary: Don 
Nelson, corresponding secretary: 
Jerry Edgmon, sergeant at arms: 
Ed Johnson, treasurer; Ray Bar-
tosh, steward: Frank Patonai, 
house mana-tr: John Wagner, 
IFC representative; Clark Biggs. I 
chapter editor; Lee Sweeney. 
Graduate correspondent; and 
Dick Pike. junior delegate to the 
national convention. 
  Parties, Entertainment Feature 
Springtime Sorority Schedule 
held Monday night Oro treasurer;
 Fred Siemon, cor-
Alt arrangements are set for j responding secretary: and Paul 
the spring Pledge dance to be
 Eckhardt. social chsirman. 
held at Club Saba on Satur-
day. There will be a "tropical KAPPA ALPHA 
islands" dinner followed ba Sunday will be Alumni Day at d 
; Phi Sigs will play host to their i 
the Kappa Alpha house Paul 
Thomsen and the Metronomes will parents on Sunday with a buffet 
luncheon entertain at the affair Arrange-
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
Phi Sigma Kappa officers are 
Larry Conterno, president: Jack 
Buehler. vice-president; Al Fields, 
secretary: Dave Yossem. sentinel; 
Bruce Bush. social chairman:
 
Glen Kaminsky. rush chairman; 
and Rodger Lippa and Jim Ad-
ams, publicity. Elections were 
.;:  
Brides  
:  IS THS TIMIS 
TO REGISTER 
STERLING 
PATTERNS 
with us 
a !culd of your 
chow»  will alarm 
vollr famil, and 
friends how they 
can help your 
collection vow. 
6-c.  Place Setting" 
it" S32.73 
serving awes, trool $4.2$ 
sionewans tram g3.011 
TOME’S IRO 10kInt 
s 
01.041.1.4 
W.2 LVAN esveLeri .1 JUNG 
Since 1904 
FIRST & SAN FERNANDO 
CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
New girls  bearding bouse, fall 
semester, on Fraternity Row. CY-
2-5785. 
Rama for Rent. During the 
summer, kitchen privileges, $20 
per month. dose to school. 374 
S. 6th St. CY 5-95117. 
. _ 
Large six room unfurnished 
house across from campus, for 
lease CY 2-5413: CY 7-1706. 
Apartsments for summer. attrac. 
five, clean, like new, both near col-
lege and town. 81 E. William St. 
--- 
WANTED 
_ . 
San Jose Office of San Fran-
cisco firm has opening for young 
man with college training. Ca-
reer opportunity is gales and 
management. Regular income dur-
ing training Write giving back-
ground to Mr Fugham, 588 N. 
1st St . San Jose. 
Ironing done in my home, $1 
per hour. CL 145855 anytime. 
  FOR SALE 
’17 Ford convertible, new paint, 
tires. rebuilt motor. Needs top. 
Make offer. 1373 Camino Monds 
after 4:30 
SEIN DIVESS ATTENTION 
Aqua-Lung and dry suit, cio 
10161 Saratoga Ave. 
Palm Beach Tex, 38 long Bar-
gain, CY 4-8495 
gisirfbeard: Malabu, baLsa fiber-
glalA
 
$30 Evenings CV 3-0833 
ALPHA t III OMEGA ALPHA Pill 
The A Ciii O’s are planning to Alpha Phi’s will hold their 
hold an exchange swimming party Senior Breakfast at Havenly 
with the Kappa Alpha’s this after- Foods on Sunday, according to 
noon at the A Chi 0 house. Dixie Wilson, chairman The event 
is an annual affair. 
ALPHA OMICRON PI 
Graduating seniors of Alpha 
Omicron
 Pi will be honored guests 
at a luncheon and swimming party 
to be given May 19 by the San 
Jose-Penirsitla alumnae. Seniors 
attending veil’ be Janice deRes-
chke, Myra Greenberg, Jody Lei-
s!, Nancy Costantino, Mary Platt, 
Charlene Doll, June Butters, Dora 
othy Rudeen, Sally Busselle, 
Nancy Beet, Phyllis Long,
 Irene 
Hohener, Jo Beeson, Pat Hub-
ments for the day are being bard, Mary Lu
 Loson, Lu Amph-
PI KAPPA ALPHA handled by Tom McDermott. lett. 
Pi Kappa Alpha will hold its! 
33rd annual "Shipwreck** dance 
this weekend The traditional 
South Sea costume party dates 
back to the founding fraternity. 
Dave and Den Redman will head 
arrangements for the affair 
SIGMA CHI 
With the inter-collegiate frog-
: jumping championship at stake, 
Sigma Chis from San Jose are 
planning to travel to Calaveras 
County this weekend to retain 
I their crown. The trip is one of the 
;
 
most popular on the spring social 
ealender. The Sigma Chis have 
issued a challenge to any campus 
organization to enter the event, 
attended by students from many 
California colleges and univer-
1 shies. 
SIGMA Nt.’ 
The Sigma Nu and Alpha Tau 
Omega fraternities will hold their 
annual "Blackfoot-Whitefoot" 
dance on Saturday. 
THETA CHI 
On Saturday, Theta Chi and 
Delta Up.silon fraternities will - 
sponsor their annual "Pogonip" 
party. The affair is an all-day 
event with a barbecue. swimming 
and a dance Planning the affair 
is Chuck Gingold of Theta Chi 
and Jim Tormey of Delta Upsilon. 
THETA XI 
John Howard was re-elected 
Theta Xi president on Monday 
evening. Other officers include 
Bob Harris, vice president: Dick 
I.a Donna Schulz was crowned Sigma I’i Orchid Ball Queen by Jim 
Springer, fraternity president, at the Orchid Ball held in San 
Francisco. Miss Schulz will reign over all Sigma I’i social events 
for the coming year. 
Serenade to Spring 
ENGAGEMENTS 
BA1.1ssI-IIALSTEAD 
ox of chocolates with clues 
hos-len in it was passed at the 
Kappa Alpha Theta house to an-
nounce the engagement of Stanna 
Halstead to Jim Balassi, Pi Kap-
pa Alpha. Balassi is an education 
major from Santa Cruz and Miss 
Halstead is a secretarial major. 
SMITH-VAN LANDINGHAM 
Bob Smith, Kappa Alpha. an-
nounced his engagement to Mary 
Ellen Van Landingham, Delta 
Gamma. at Monday night’s meet-
ing. Miss Van Landingham is a 
sophomore education major from 
San Carlos and Smith is a junior 
engineering major from Covina. 
ATKINSON-INGLIS 
j Nancy Inglis. Alpha Chi Om-
ega, passed the traditional box 
of chocolates to her sorority sis-
ters to announce her engagement 
to Dorsey Atkinson, Alpha Tau 
Omega at Stanford. Miss Inglis 
is a senior advertising major from 
Oakland and Atkinson senior 
general education major from 
Exeter The couple plan an Oct 
; 20 wedding 
FALE111-WOODEN 
Peg Wooden, Gamma I’hi Bela. 
’ told her sorority sisters of her 
engagement to Jim Faletti, Sig-
ma Chi, Monday night. Miss 
Wooden is a junior English ma-
jor from San Mateo and Faletti 
is a senior accounting major from 
Decoto. 
Gil LESPY-PFITZER 
Bill Gillespy. Delta Upsilon. 
announced his engagement to 
Marilyn Pfitzer, Alpha Phi, at the , 
01.7 Full Moon Ball Friday night., 
Miss Pfitzer is a senior education 
major from Gustine and Gillespy 
is a senior physical education ma- i 
jor from Grimes. 
,,acs. to Janie Munch, Kappa 
Kappa Gamma, at the Dixie Ball 
Friday night. Miss Munch is a 
sophomore political science ma-
: jor from San Mateo and Holden 
is a senior business administra-
tion major from Redlands. 
KAHLER-THIUM 
; Bobbie Thum, Gamma Phi Beta, 
! announced her pinning to Dick 
Kabler, 
Monday night. Miss Thum is a 
junior general elementary ma-
jor from Long Beach and Kahler 
is a senior business administra-
tion major from Millbrae. 
PINNINGS 
ruRRI.-tuAsE 
Vern Perry, ’Theta (AU. ,A1 - 
flounced hi r pinning to Illus., 
Nell Chase last Friday night Miss 
Chase is a freshman education 
major from Sunnyvale and Perry 
is a senior business major from 
Alvarado. 
SPIVEY-KIRBY 
Louise Kirby, sigma Kappa. 
and John Spivey. Delta Upsilon. 
anntuncerl their pinning at the 
DU Full Moon Formal Friday 
night. Mos. Kirby is a junior 
husineaa education major and 
seivey I d former SJS student 
ono now lb scrving in the navy 
HOLDEN-
The brothers of Kappa Alpha 
I harped oft the pinning of Roger 
The Alpha Phi’s and the Delta 
Sigma Phi’s held an exchange 
barbecue last Wednesday. Volley-
ball preceded the dinner. 
A "Dutch Auction" was held 
at Monday night’s meeting. The 
Alpha Phi pledges auctioned items 
from each girls room.
 In an ef-
fort to claim the missing items, 
the al.ives were farced
 to keep 
the bidding going, even though 
the pledges
 kept raising the bids. 
The gledges will use the money 
for a pledge project. 
GAMMA PHI
 BETA 
Gamma Phi Beta’s entertained 
their younger sisters May 11 and 
12’ at their annual Big-Little sis-
ter party. The girls took their ! 
sisters to Revelries and later cc-
turned to the house for refresh-
ments and community singing. 
The next
 morning the girls were 
taken on a tour of the campus 
Connie Ford was chairman of the 
affair 
The Gamma Phi’s will enters, 
their fathers Sunday. May 21), 
the annual Father-Daughter B 
quct. Denise Hinel is chairman 
of the banquet. 
KAPPA
 ALPHA THETA 
Trish Richards and Sue Doylc
 
have
 been chosen to represent 
the local Theta chapter at S’ 
National Convention in Ban:: 
Canada. June 2.3-30. 
, The
 Theta’s have invited their 
mothers to be guests at the house 
!1,‘ X t I’. eek -end The g:t will 
SCHMIDT -BAGLEY 
Wiley Schmidt, Kappa Alpha. 
announced his pinning to Bev 
Bagley, Kappa Kappa Gamma. 
Schmidt is a junior commercial 
art major from Sacramento and 
Miss Bagley is a sophomore edu-
cation major from Centerville 
WAILER-JACOBS 
Gary Waller, Delta Upsilon, 
Jacobs Friday night at the Full 
Moon Ball Mills Jacobs is a 
sophomore education major from 
Alameda and Waller is a junior 
radio-TV major from San Jo 
honor their mother., with a ban-
quet Saturday. 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
The Kappa pledges took their 
sneak Saturday morning.
 They 
were successful in capturing act-
Ives Marilyn Lateer, Sue Leusely, 
Margaret Mitchell, Patsy Black 
and Pat Higgins. 
KAPPA DELTA 
The Kappa Delta’s will enter-
tain the members of the Univer-
sity of California Kappa Dsl! 
chapter Sunday afternoon. The 
visitors
 will be conducted on a 
tour of the new house.
 
Kappa Delta Big Sisters will 
treat their Little Sisters to din-
ner at the Chuck Wagon Sun-
day evening. 
SIGMA KAPPA 
The Sigma Kappa alumni held 
a fashion show and card party at 
the chapter house Saturday. Act-
ives who modeled for the fashion
 
show were Nancy Labhard, M:o 
Rutishauser, Carol Bisbee, Pi! 
Miller, Louise Western, Annie 
Travisano, Bev Bangert. Marlene 
Morgan,
 Date Falk and Carolyn 
Frey. 
BUYING SOMETHING? 
Check Your Spartan Daily 
Advertisers First 
Let’s Go!! 
WHERE? 
To The Coop 
. . . Of Course 
the campus 
meeting place 
At Coffee Time, 
Coke Time, 
Lunch Time, 
Any Time 
THE COOP 
HAIRCUTS AT MOLERS 
Treat yourself: Shave 25c 
Moler Barber College 
41 West San Fernando 
open 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sat. 
CENTS 
All 
Work 
Supervised 
by lorenseel 
Instructors 
THE  BEST DRESSED MEN ON THE CAMPUS WILL VERIFY THIS FACT’ 
WHEN YOU MUST
 
LOOK
 YOUR BEST.  
There is No
 Substitute for 
s 
Rgh Foshƒon Note 
Accent your Form& with ii matc Alma 
Cummerbund or Cummervest and 1,e Set 
SELIX stocks over 50 chtlerent 
/oboes, coloengs and patterns, 
5E11X 
FORMAL
 WEAR 
EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1906 
LARGEST AND FINEST STOCK IN T WE5T 
Rental or Purchase 
IN SAN JOSE 
75 SOUTH SECOND 
Phone CYpress 4-2322 
SAN FRANCISCO 
123 Kearny 
Phone YU 6-6212 
MIX San Jose Store open Every Thursday 
OAKLAND 
1724 Tiiiaaray 
Phone Gt. 2-2751 
Nƒght to 8:30 P.M. 
BE  
2017 Shattuck 
Phone TM 1-1312 
IF YOU ARE A WOMAN OF 
EXECUTIVE ABILITY
 
4106-..k 
THE U. S. AIR FORCE HAS AN 
IMPORTANT JOB FOR YOU AS 
AN OFFICER ...WITH OPPORTUNITIES
 
FOR TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, AND 
MANY OTHER BENEFITS 
MAIL THE COUPON NOW 
FOR FULL INFORMATION 
ON YOUR OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR A DIRECT 
COMMISSION 
U. S. 
AIR
 FORCE 
  
  
  
As a young woman of executive ability,
 you want a 
career that offers the challenge, the interest and the 
future commensurate
 VI1111 votir talents. That’s why you 
ha c the chance to apply
 for a direct commission in the 
17. S. Air Force. As an officer, vou will have the career 
I hat does most for you, t bile you do most
 for your 
country. In responsibility, job equality, travel, adven-
ture and pay, you will share equally with the men and 
women \silo today
 constitute our nation’s new "first line 
of defense.- 
WAF RECRUITING 
kfq.35COth Recruiting Wing, Wrigkt.Patterson Aft
 Ohm 
P1.0ƒ send .ne more information on my opportunities for   DIRECT 
COMMISSION cpc a WAF officer in the U. S. Air Forts. 
Netter,  
Addiesa__ 
City _low Stets_    
  _ 
Major Subject
a 
